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Modena is quite famous beside its  ancient cathedral and  square

as the site where in the post World War II  period 

the “Emilian Model” of industrial district, 

made of hundreds of small highly specialized mainly mechanical firms, was rooted. 

As a result, the general level of economic and social life in Modena 

is  on the whole  one of the highest 

compared with the other Italian towns.  

In the ‘80s  this model, where industrial policy, 

local government and social consensus 

are strictly mingled, has been studied 

and discussed in many universities 

all over the world. 



It all started...

at the end of 2005, with a protest by a number of citizens, 

on local newspapers and in the political arena 

against the decision to destroy a  vacant and abandoned industrial building, 

a foundry which had a special symbolic meaning 

because in 1950 (in fact on January 9 , 1950)  the police killed

six very young workers in front of it during a lock-out.  

The city administrators had in mind to construct, on that site, municipal offices and a 

number of apartment buildings. 

The offices:  in order to save 1 million and 2 hundred thousand euros of annual rent 

and the apartments:  mainly to collect money to do the construction.

At the end of 2006, the city administrators found an agreement on the following 

ground: if this site is so “sacred” and dear to the citizens, 

the citizens must be called to decide what to do with it.







September 2006: A lunch among two deputy mayors, Francesco Frieri

(Budget and Participation) and Daniele Sitta (Urban Planning), the Mayor himself 

(Giorgio  Pighi ) and an expert of Participatory Methodologies and of Art of 

Listening: Marianella PB Sclavi from the Polytechnic Univ. of Milan. 

During this lunch, on a piece of paper were written the two main catch-words 

around which the whole process would have be run:  

a Consensus Building Process

incorporating an Open Space Technology meeting to convene the concerned 

stakeholders and active citizens and to collect their initial ideas and proposals. 



Why Consensus Building ?

The  CB  is an ad hoc  process which focuses on meeting  everyone’s interests  

rather than on a majority getting what it wants and a minority going home 

unhappy

It looks for mutually advantageous agreements and works thoroughly toward 

that end. 

The key to get everyone into a problem setting and solving mode is 

to put aside the win-lose thinking 

that resides at the hearth of traditional parliamentary procedures. 



CBA   is a way for a group or organization

to reach a nearly unanimous agreement, 

starting from a number of divergent positions and ideas.

The possibility to reach a new common solution or common project

which is liked and cared for by all the participants more than their original ideas

is strictly connected with a process which allows every participant 

to put aside  traditional  means of settling  disputes 

and instead to embark on a more creative  and productive path. 

In a CBA  “deliberative” and “creative” are two concepts strictly and openly connected.   

Neither of the two has a meaning without the other.   



CBA’s five steps 

1.Convening. 

2. Assigning Roles and Responsibilities.

3. Facilitating Group Problem Setting and Solving. 
This is about generating mutually advantageous proposals and confronting disagreements 
through:

a. the “Active Listening” approach  (which is much more than “ a  respectful way” ) 
b. a Joint Exploration  
c. the enlargement of the range of possibilities: the process draws upon the best 
available information and ensures that a range of possible solutions, including some that 
no one had thought of before, and previously “impossible” are considered.   

4. Reaching Agreement. “Deciding” is not as simple as “voting”. It’s about coming as close as 
possible to meeting the most important interests of everyone concerned and documenting 
how and why agreement was reached. 

5. Holding People to their commitments. This is more than each person simply doing what 
they promised. It’s also about keeping the parties in touch with each other so that unexpected 
problems can be addressed together. 

The  Modena’s Participative Process:  Steps 1 and 2 : through  Out-reach and OST;
Steps 3 and 4 : through a regular Consensus Building Process ; Step 5 is outstanding 





The Modena’s participatory process : 5 steps.

1. “First steps”: 
a. 45 interviews to community leaders, among whom all the main political parties, the trade unions, the 
Confindustria, association  representing  the industries. local authorities, youth organizations etc.   
b. training course of 16 hours to volunteer facilitators ( they were 32 )  persons who volunteer to 
explain the participatory process to local groups in the schools , elderly people associations, sportive 
associations , etc. Beside explaining the  process they invite everybody to contribute to the various 
actions and moments of the process.   

2. The city explores: 
a. a research, exposition and common discussion about interesting examples of transformation of 

abandoned industrial buildings from all over the world.  
b. a first collection of ideas written on a “board” in the web-site of the process and in two other critical 

locations in the town. 
c. the possibility to visit personally the old foundry on Saturdays mornings. 

3. The proposals: 
An Open Space Technology town meeting, where whoever has a proposal can make it official and 

discuss with those who find it interesting. At the end of the day an Instant Book which is given to 
all the participants with all their proposals in it.

4. The Choice:  
Consensus Building Process (Translated into Italian as: “the Creative Confrontation” Process. 

Actually it corresponds to the “hearth”, that is steps 3 and 4, of the CBA as it is usually 
presented). From 20 different ideas to a Unitarian Project  which everybody likes better than the 
original one. 

5. The final decision: the political power takes a decision based upon the Table’s final proposal. 
The implementation process starts . 





Proposals at the OST (March 18th 2007) and beginning of the CB Process.

Proposal n.1  A Park, to improve the local greenery
Proposal n.2  A Sports’ Center
Proposal n.3  A Cultural Associations’ Network Center
Proposal n.4  A School of DESIGN, at the university level
Proposal n.5  To do things together: a Participatory Foundation
Proposal n.6  The Foundry of Performing  Arts
Proposal n.7  A Centre on the History of work, Exposition space and Training  
Proposal n.8 and n. 9  A Transparent roof for the foundry’s Court  and NO Fences  
Proposal n. 10 Center for the Quality of everyday life: slow times, foods, soft gyms etc.. 
Proposal n.11  Center for Volunteer associations, NGO, Not for Profit org. 
Proposal n.12  Factory of Memory and Industrial Innovation 
Proposal n.13  Officina Emilia (a collection of  past and present industrial machinery to be put 
at work as a focus for studying the dynamics and epistemology of specialized mechanical 
workers’ knowledge) 
Proposal n.14  A No-drugs Dancing Centre for Teen-agers 
Proposal n.15  A Center for the elderly and co-housing  apartments  
Proposal n.16  A Center of studies on how to  promote participation for handicapped or 
strongly marginal people  
Proposal n.17  A Museum of Race-cars, with all the technical information
Proposal n.18  A Multi-ethnic Centre. 
Proposal n.19  A Contemporary Arts’ Centre.
Proposal n.20  The public Money must be used for things which are useful to the City. 

Legend:
The Red proposals became  the focus of the discussion and final project
The green ones withdrew in different moments and for different reasons 
The black ones entered the project as important contributors to its richness, 
diversification and surety for its new, vibrant vitality
The orange ones found a different location in the city’s area



The Province of Modena's industrial model is characterized by the presence of solid, 

multi-specialized industry, with a district-based organization and extensive links 

with international markets. 

The Province's economical  structure differs from the national one due to a 

significantly higher proportion of pure industry.

Export tendencies are very high and Modena is in a class of its own in comparison 

with the other Italian provinces. 

The three main types of exports are machinery and mechanical equipment, 

non-metallic mineral products and transport vehicles.

Additional competitive factors can be identified in overall rooted resources that make of it a system. 

They are resources that are not easily transferable to other contexts, 

like the wealth of knowledge accumulated over time and its mobilization among businesses 

and the population, like the subcontractor relationships network which optimizes 

the sharing of work amongst enterprises, and the climate of trust amongst various economic parties, 

deriving from traditional cohabitation, shared values and from respect for the rules of behavior.
(Font: Presidency of Council of Ministers- Department for the development of local economies)



The Foundry’s site: 44.000 square meters

The building: 22.000 square meters. 



The resulting project : D.A.S.T
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The agreement reached on May 31st 2007, the 

very last day of the process was signed by almost 

all  the participants to the Creative Confrontation 

Table

It is a Project called by its acronym: DAST

(= Design, Arts, Science and Technology) 

The Modena’s  DAST , on the foundry’s industrial 

site, will be an Interdisciplinary Center of studies, 

research and experimentation on the Languages 

and Practices of Multiactorial Creative  Project 

and Decision Making in all the spheres of social, 

cultural and educational life as well as in the local 

industrial, business and political contexts. 



The D.A.S.T. presents itself as a multicultural and interdisciplinary space

where every action, initiative or process  is looked upon and dealt with 

through the overlapping of four main areas or lenses:   

- Industrial Design, 

- The Foundry of Performance Arts, 

- The Factory of Industrial  Know- how  and Managerial Creativity 

- The Future of  Memory  

The D.A.S.T.: 

A unitarian Project, with a unitarian Management (through the creation of a 

new ad hoc Foundation)

on a largely unitarian Space (80% of the total space is shared)     



How and why the agreement was reached. 
The facilitators' secrets.

First secret: a multi-semantic  language which presents the deliberative process as pertaining to 

four spheres:

of interests, of values, of emotions and identities.

A CBP is centered on a shared trust that a new solution, unknown to all the participants, will be found, 

and that they will all like it.

This requires a very special ethical and emotional commitment to be built from the beginning of the 

process and then kept alive and strengthened.   

The actors who are part of such a process must know and be willing to be the agents of an 

individual and social transformation. 

They are part of a process that requires challenging oneself and going against common sense in 

many ways and occasions.

They are going to be part of a story that they will be asked to tell to their co-citizens and peers and 

even to their grandchildren! 



A Multi-Semantic Language: Examples from the Modena’s case. 

From the very beginning the process was presented as a very challenging one, with 
undeniable emotional and metaphorical dimensions for the city’s identity  and  memory. 

The participatory project was presented as a chance for Modena to strengthen its 
presence in Europe by doing something important, beautiful and oriented toward 
community building in a postmodern world. 

The words and sentences used to convey this message became immediately 
a kind of “common sense” of the process  and they were used again and again 
in the flyers, posters and public speeches by the political authorities who had the 
problem to defend their choice of this uncommon participatory process against  disbelief, 
distrust and plain political opposition. They were also at the centre of the “Mission 

Statement” at the beginning of the Creative Confrontation Table.



   Second  Secret: Keywords. 

Examples from the Modena’s case.  
Many of the  original proposals about what to do with and inside the foundry’s site, were 
clearly expressions of the local culture and contained some important key-words that 
became the actual and   symbolic focus around which the final  proposal was built. 

Two such key words were: “Officina” (= “ industrial or factory’s workshop”) which was 
also the name of one of the proposals (“Officina Emilia”) and “Prototype” (= referred to 
the capabilities of Modena’s mechanical specialized blue-collars and engineers as 
practitioners of the art and science of the production of single and unique mechanical 
parts.) 

The members of the Creative Confrontation Table slowly and through a personal hard work 
came to discover the “workshop and prototype” dimension as the vehicle to re-think their 
own proposals and to promote a process of imagining and building a new, common one.  
A crucial moment: when the “Design” key word was seen as a postmodern continuation of 
this local practitioners’ tradition. 

They had always been “designers”! 
From here to D.A.S. T the step was easy. 



Third Secret: Good feelings, good timing.

First the group must focus on what they all like and love and only 
after on “how much they have to pay for it”

The Facilitator best timing for presenting a single-text proposal to 
the CC Table: when everybody is on the verge of being exasperated
and in need of a way out.



Fourth Secret: Multiple Bisociations (A.  Koestler) approach. 
Each initial proposal was seen at the light, one by one, of all the other 
ones.  

They all change and become more alive, vibrant, open to a dialogic dimension 
and interesting. 

It is a sort of structured brainstorming, which, if done in the appropriate setting 
and with enough time (which unfortunately was not the case in the Modena’s 
process), is useful and amusing.

Fifth Secret: a very good outreach.
Otherwise they are going to accuse the process and the participants at the 
Table “not to be representative”



Sixth Secret: Very useful Constraints. 
Some of the Official Constraints in the Modena’s Process :

1. The end of the process: : May 31st.

2. To take care of the financial covering of the final proposal 

3. To look for the auto-sustainability of the proposed activities  and structures.

The final Proposal actually assigned:

• the area 6 in the map for building the Municipalities offices 

• the ground behind it (9000 square meters) to be sold to get at least part of the money  for the 
construction

• The proposal of a “participative Foundation” to run the Modena’s DAST may allow to partly 
compensate activities with profits and the ones which must be sustained by public funds. 

Special thanks :
to Modena’s Mayor, Giorgio Pighi, for his understanding that active listening is the gist of the question 

and to the Modena’s Order of Architects, for  their constant  presence at the CCT and help as “Spatial 
vision facilitators”.



Consensus Building Approach
=

Overcoming the Tyranny of Majority

Through an inclusive Democratic Process

where Listening to the Minorities

And Trust in the Group’s Creativity

Are the two main Rules
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